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Hawks’ Johnson, Free Agent to Be, Lurks
as a Prize Without the Hype
By JONATHAN ABRAMS

Joe Johnson wonders what if. The course of the N.B.A. might have been altered when he broke

an orbital bone near his left eye in the playoffs five years ago.

Then, Johnson was a budding influence on the revolutionary Phoenix Suns, a 23-year-old guard

flanked by Steve Nash, Amar’e Stoudemire and Shawn Marion. Then, Mike D’Antoni was an

offensive innovator with the Suns, instead of his current role as the coach of a talent-starved

Knicks roster pointed decidedly to tomorrow.

Then the injury came.

It occurred when Johnson lost balance on a putback and fell face-first on the court. The injury

caused him to miss six playoff games, including the first two of the 2005 Western Conference

finals, in which the San Antonio Spurs took a 2-0 lead that proved insurmountable.

“We were really close,” Johnson said at the Atlanta Hawks’ shootaround Monday morning at

Madison Square Garden for their game with the Knicks. “We were an injury or so from winning

it. That’s how I felt about it. We had just that one year where we were all together and we had a

special season, and that’s something none of us will ever forget.

“That ‘what if’ is always going to be there.”

After that season, Johnson orchestrated a sign-and-deal trade with Atlanta, requesting that the

Suns not match the offer. He said he wanted to stake out his own identity with a new team and

bravely signed with the Hawks, who had just finished 13-69.

“It wasn’t a tough process,” Johnson said of free agency. “I had done my job, which was on the

court. And then it was time for my agent to do his work. For the most part, it wasn’t hard at all.

We looked back and saw a few places and just chose Atlanta as the best fit.”

After three more years of flirting with records and ignoring the traditional basketball protocol of
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slowing down offenses, D’Antoni also changed course and joined the Knicks’ reclamation project.

So far, Johnson’s Hawks have shown the greater maturation. Atlanta is poised to improve its

win total for a fifth consecutive season. At 40-23, the Hawks are bunched with the Cleveland

Cavaliers, the Orlando Magic and the Boston Celtics as the Eastern Conference’s elite teams.

Johnson is leading the Hawks by averaging 21.5 points a game, 13th in the league. Last month,

he started in the All-Star Game for the first time in his nine-year career. The 6-foot-7 Johnson

is an adept ball handler for his size, but he can venture through unproductive stretches in

games.

“Our record indicates he’s grown,” Hawks Coach Mike Woodson said at the shootaround, adding

that the pressure on Johnson had been eased by the improvement of young players like Josh

Smith and Al Horford and the acquisition of Jamal Crawford.

“The foundation was built around Joe when he first got here, and we’ve gotten better every

year because of Joe Johnson,” Woodson said.

The Hawks have made the playoffs the last two years after missing them eight years in a row.

Johnson said this season would be incomplete without journeying deep into the playoffs.

“He’s been a star player for a long time,” Crawford said. “It just so happens his contract is up. I

think he’s focused on trying to win a championship here and going from there, but I think he’d

rather be here than anywhere else. I hope, anyways.”

For D’Antoni, the second half has disintegrated into little more than games that double as

gatherings for players who could be attractive free agents.

Johnson became the latest in the carousel on Monday night at the Garden, and if he wants to

attempt to begin a reclamation process with a third franchise, the opportunity will probably be

there. Johnson rejected an offer for four years and around $60 million from the Hawks so he

could test unrestricted free agency this summer. He is generally viewed as a borderline

maximum-salary player.

He still says D’Antoni had one of the largest influences on his career. D’Antoni increased

Johnson’s playing time when the Suns traded Stephon Marbury and Penny Hardaway to the

Knicks.

“He just told me to go out there and do my thing, and I just tried to take full advantage of it,”

Johnson said. “It turned out to be a pretty good success.”

If D’Antoni and Johnson are to try to duplicate that with the Knicks, the team’s fans may view
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the effort through a prism of disappointment if he is the only major free agent the Knicks land.

While the free agency rumors concerning LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh have

nearly crashed the Internet, Johnson has received far less scrutiny.

Flying below the surface fits Johnson’s low-key demeanor. But it also raises the question of

whether he is willing or able to play the role of savior for an intense fan base that has endured

basketball indignities for several years.

The Hawks are expected to try to retain Johnson. Meanwhile, the Chicago Bulls and possibly

the Los Angeles Clippers loom as potential suitors.

“I think everybody is going to be in contention,” Johnson said. “I can’t really say just one team

that I’m looking forward to playing for. I don’t know. I think it’s going to be an exciting summer,

and we’ll see what happens.”

REBOUNDS

Wilson Chandler blocked Josh Smith’s shot as time dwindled, and after a review, the referees

ruled that Al Horford’s putback arrived after the buzzer, giving the Knicks a 99-98 victory over

the Hawks on Monday. The Knicks held on despite losing nearly all of an 11-point lead. Atlanta’s

final possession was set up when Jamal Crawford stole the ball from Toney Douglas. ... Danilo

Gallinari scored 27 points, his most since Jan. 16. Smith had 25 points and Joe Johnson 22 for

the Hawks. ... After setting an N.B.A. record by going 0 for 18 on 3-point attempts last

Saturday, the Knicks went 10 for 15. ... Tracy McGrady did not play, resting his surgically

repaired left knee.
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